INTRODUCTIONS & QUORUM VERIFICATION (Quorum = 9)

COUNCIL MINUTES
- Review Feb. 18, 2015 council minutes
  Action: Approval

CHAIR’S REPORT – Rock Rakosi

STATE RADIO PROJECT REPORT – Rob Reish for Tom Lauer

COMMITTEE REPORTS
- Strategic Planning Committee – Bob Cozzie
- Partnership Committee – Mike Smith
- Technical Committee – Rick Iverson
- Broadband Committee – Mike Duyck
  - Review charter document
  Action: Approval
- State Radio User Group – Luci Moore
- 700 MHz Regional Planning Committee – John Hartsock

STATEWIDE INTEROPERABILITY COORDINATOR’S REPORT – TBD

FIRSTNET BRIEFING – TBD

OPEN DISCUSSION, QUESTIONS & PUBLIC TESTIMONY

ADJOURN

NEXT MEETING: Tuesday, Aug. 11, 2015

PLEASE NOTE

REMINDER – DPSST is a smoke-free property. Smoking is only permitted on the public sidewalk outside the main gate.

Agenda – The meeting will begin at 1:30 PM and proceed chronologically through the agenda. If you wish to receive written materials prepared for any of the agenda items, please contact Kourtney Largent at the State Radio Project office in Salem, 503-934-2113 or kourtney.largent@odot.state.or.us, to request a packet for those items which interest you or see the council website at http://www.oregon.gov/SIEC/.

Parking – Parking is free and is available to anyone who attends the meeting.

Reasonable Accommodation of Disabilities – Reasonable accommodations, such as assistive hearing devices, sign language interpreters and materials in large print or audiotape, will be provided as needed. In order to ensure availability, please contact the State Radio Project office at 503-934-6946 at least 72 hours prior to the meeting with your request. TTY users can reach the State Radio Project by using the Oregon Telecommunications Relay Service. Please dial 711 and ask to be connected to 503-934-6946.
Mission Statement

Position the SIEC, acting as the Governor’s Public Safety Broadband Advisory Group, to make informed, strategic recommendations to the Governor’s Office, legislators and stakeholders on opportunities to develop broadband\(^1\) capability statewide as a resource for the more than 20,000 public safety providers in Oregon.

Bring context to the Council to increase their awareness and understanding of current and planned initiatives, and emerging opportunities.

On behalf of the Council, provide a forum to bridge public safety stakeholders’ expectations and functional/operational requirements for mission critical data support with policymakers, federal programs, and those making technical design, procurement and legal decisions.

On behalf of the Council and its stakeholders, foster asset sharing and coordination of complementing investments at all levels and across public and private sectors.

Assist the Council in identifying the common interoperable framework to provide recommendations on, and help Oregon leverage, subsequent broadband assets and relationships (e.g., FirstNet).

Goals & Objectives

- Identify and inform the Council and its committees on public safety broadband applications used in Oregon. In doing so, help identify user needs with specific focus on ensuring coverage for mission critical data support.
- Identify, analyze, and inform the Council and its committees on public safety broadband standards and parameters, issues, trends and initiatives.
- Help the Council and SWIIC/SPOC to inform the Statewide Communications Interoperability Plan (SCIP) and other DHS/OEC initiatives specific to updates to broadband initiatives, as well as inform the pending FirstNet state plan (e.g., usage profiles, methodology for and prioritization of build-out phases, optimal application of resources, community-based resource available to supplement.)
- Participate in and help facilitate future FirstNet state consultations.
- Help the Council define the steps for, and develop input into, the state approval process for opting in or out of the pending FirstNet state plan for Oregon.
- Facilitate information sharing on SIEC’s activity to broadband partners/interests/entities.

Customers

- SIEC leadership, its committees and other stakeholders.

\(^1\) Using the FCC definition of “broadband.”
Success Indicators

- Generated useful information on and analysis of broadband public safety needs, issues, trends and applications for the SIEC Executive Committee and full Council.

NOTE: Success Indicators will be expanded in future iterations as the work of the committee matures and its framework builds out.

Feedback Plan

- Regular reports to SIEC Executive Committee.
- Regular reports to full Council.
- Meet as necessary with other Council committees, and other stakeholders.

Scope and Priority

Make recommendations to SIEC in line with stated committee mission, goals and objectives.

Procedures & Meeting Frequency

The committee will meet monthly as necessary, or at the call of the Chair.

Decision Making Process

Decisions will be by consensus. If consensus cannot be reached, the chair will decide and will forward the decision along with dissenting opinions to the SIEC Executive Council.

Decision Ratifying Body

The Oregon State Interoperability Executive Council

Boundary Conditions to Decisions Made

- Full communication with all committee members.
- Meaningful input from other committees, as necessary.

How Decisions are Communicated

- Oral and written reports to Council.
- Emails or other methods of communication to stakeholders when necessary.
- Inclusion of materials on the SIEC website.

Committee Membership

Refer to attached roster.
Team Expectations Clause

- Participate, listen and collaborate on meeting the team’s responsibilities.
- Be present at scheduled meetings, conference calls or other committee forums.
- Relay input in a timely manner.
- Bring to the committee chair’s immediate attention any matters or circumstances that arise with the potential to benefit or negatively affect the SIEC’s broadband objectives.

Action Plan

Pending – the committee will develop an action plan and assign the responsible parties for the related tasks for the next iteration of this charter.